The Importance of Leadership

In the real estate business, it is all about location, location, location.

At Deaconess Foundation, we have found that in the capacity building business, it is all about leadership, leadership.

“If we have learned one thing about capacity building in this first round of the Impact Partnership, it is that leadership development is crucial to the whole capacity building process. Leadership of the organization is critical to the success of the programs and long-term sustainability,” reports Rev. Jerry W. Paul, President and CEO of Deaconess Foundation. Impact Partners that have embarked on capacity building are often restructuring and retooling their organizations. Change is a constant motif and executive directors must navigate with conviction, confidence and grace. “Capacity building is both an amazing opportunity and a daunting challenge,” notes Rev. Eugene Barr, Executive Director of Neighborhood Houses, one of the eight Impact Partners.

As a result, Deaconess Foundation has allocated approximately $XX million to the Impact Partners, as well as participating in a range of consulting and training opportunities. Since 2004, Deaconess Foundation has allocated approximately $XX million to the Impact Partners.

Deaconess Impact Partners that have received the Impact Partnership in 2004, are a capacity-building effort to strengthen operations and leadership of eight exemplary child-serving nonprofits in the St. Louis region. Deaconess Impact Partners are receiving four- to five-year investments from the Foundation, as well as participating in a range of consulting and training opportunities. Since 2004, Deaconess Foundation has allocated approximately $XX million to the Impact Partners.

What is Capacity Building?

The Foundation defines capacity building as a set of activities and decisions that strengthen an organization and enable it to better achieve its mission.

Many of the Impact Partners have allocated funds from Deaconess Foundation for coaching and customized professional development training. Impact Partners also tap Deaconess Foundation staff to be sounding boards, strategic partners and coaches. Additionally, the Foundation convenes the Deaconess Impact Partner executive directors once a month. By sharing lunch and experiences, the executive directors have developed a trusting community in which they can explore the challenges of leading an organization to new levels. (See article on page 4 for more on peer learning.)

There are bookshelves of theories on leadership, and Deaconess Foundation does not intend to espouse any specific theory. Rather, in our work with the Impact Partners, we have found that there is a collection of leadership traits or abilities that are essential to maximizing an organization’s potential. Capacity building works best with leaders who:

Inspire: Nonprofit work is neither easy nor lucrative—in the traditional financial sense—and burn out is all too common. However, if a leader is able to define the mission and inspire board, staff and volunteers toward achieving a common vision, this can make the hardest days feel rewarding. As one development director commented about her executive director, “On my most frustrating days, when I feel like I cannot face another ‘no,’ I always gain strength from tapping into our director’s passion.”

Delegate: Before joining the Impact Partnership, many executive directors...
Celebrating Capacity Building Successes

Every Deaconess Impact Partner has made significant accomplishments in implementing its multi-dimensional capacity building plans. Below is what the Impact Partner Executive Directors consider their biggest wins:

**Annie Malone Children and Family Services Center**, a multi-service center for children and families in North St. Louis, www.anniemalone.com. According to Richard King, CEO, capacity building has helped Annie Malone to:

- Established a Resource Development Department;
- Upgrade IT so that every staff person now has access to a computer; and
- Complete a strategic plan.

**Christian Activity Center**, a community-based youth center in East St. Louis, www.cacesl.org. According to Rev. Clert Cantrell, Executive Director, the Impact Partnership has helped the Center to:

- Learn what it takes to become a full-fledged organization, with infrastructure and systems in place to support the mission;
- Gain fiscal and organizational sustainability; and
- Track the achievements and impact the program has on the 4,000 children served each year, and learn from the results.

**Citizens for Missouri’s Children**, www.mokids.org. This agency advocates for the well-being of the children of Missouri by promoting the development of good public policy. Key accomplishments have been to:

- Upgrade office space and establish a more prominent profile in the community;
- Complete a strategic plan that outlines clear policy goals and a sustainable business model; and
- Provide ongoing staff development and coaching to strengthen core staff.

**Foster and Adoptive Care Coalition**, an initiative designed to strengthen and support foster and adoptive families, www.foster-adopt.org. Melanie Scheetz, Executive Director, credits the Impact Partnership for helping Foster and Adoptive Care Coalition to:

- Build a stronger and more engaged Board that will sustain the agency;
- Expand the agency’s programs to serve more children and families; and
- Diversify the agency’s funding streams to include new special events revenue.

**Neighbors for Newborns Foundation**, an organization dedicated to providing care to medically fragile or at-risk newborns and their families, www.nfnf.org. Sharon Rohrbach, CEO, says that the Impact Partnership has helped Nurses for Newborns to:

- Cultivate a well trained, justly compensated staff and infrastructure that can support future growth;
- Create policies/procedures and protocols that are standardized between Missouri & Tennessee offices;
- Develop a succession plan for executive leadership; and
- Promote the results of Nurses for Newborns Foundation impact on a national level.

**Nurses for Newborns Foundation**, a respite facility dedicated to helping children and families weather the storms of life, www.crisisnurserykids.com. According to DiAnne Mueller, Executive Director, participating in the Impact Partnership has helped the Nursery to:

- Network all four Crisis Nurseries and two outreach centers so that staff can communicate in “real time” about families;
- Implement a new client data base system that will improve intake and tracking families;
- Strengthen fund development and ability to attract major donors; and
- Open the Crisis Nursery West and two St. Charles outreach centers.

**Voices for Children** is an organization that provides legal advocacy for City children in the foster care system, www.voicesforchildrenstl.org. Voices for Children has experienced leadership change while in the Impact Partnership, but has also advanced in its capacity building efforts. Notable successes include the following:

- Restructured staff-volunteer model to include Child Advocacy Specialists who focus on particularly difficult cases;
- Created “Vision for Success,” a new outcome measurement system; and
- Upgraded the Administrative Director position which has led to improving the budgeting, fiscal management, human resources and planning systems.
Getting Help From Your Friends: Peer Exchanges

Once a month, over turkey sandwiches and chef salads, the eight Impact Partner Executive Directors come together. When the Executive Director Meetings began in May 2004, the agendas were dominated with business of the day and exchanges stayed on the formal, courteous zone. However, with time and shared adventure of capacity building, roots have grown. Today, the regular Executive Director Meetings have become a place for sharing experiences, providing moral and management support, and networking.

“We are in the process of moving our agencies to the next level… and there are significant risks, significant bumps in the road. It is nice to know you have a cohort of others that are going through the same challenges,” explains DiAnne Mueller, Executive Director of Saint Louis Crisis Nursery.

On a sunny Wednesday in May, the executive directors start their monthly meeting by touring the new Infant/Toddler Room opened by Neighborhood Houses. The Executive Director Meetings rotate among the different Impact Partner sites.

“This has been eye opening,” notes Sharon Rohrbach, CEO of Nurses for Newborns Foundation. “You learn about the neighborhoods our peers serve, you envision ways you could work together, and you see that you are not the only leader who has to improvise with workspace.”

After the tour, the Impact Partners settle into conversation. The topic for the day is management headaches. And there are plenty. One executive director solicits ideas for how to diffuse staff tensions. “How do I manage an employee that is spreading the wrong message about us?” she asks. The responses range from her veteran peers, but one thing is clear, “You have to nip in the bud. You have to be firm,” advises her peers. Together they craft a game plan for the executive director.

“Our get-togethers are the best prevention for burnout.”

- Impact Partner Executive Director

The conversation then turns to board relations. “I have a Board member who is issuing specific instructions and deadlines to my staff. What can I do?” asks an executive director. Most of the leaders have encountered this problem. “It’s hard because you have to admire the Board member’s passion,” comments one, “but in a non-public forum, you are going to have to tell the Board member why her actions are counterproductive.” Later, the executive directors collectively brainstorm with a peer to package an update to the Board member why her actions are counterproductive.

As this group has gelled, there is much less ‘white glove’ treatment,” explains Executive Directors share their thoughts in monthly peer exchanges.
For instance, two Impact Partners, similar organizations to advance a cause, have learned to ally themselves with the profit world, since resources are very scarce. Executive director. Territorialism is anathema to partnering with them,” states one executive director. “That was a shock since the program training was not having an impact. The next step and use the data to make stronger executive directors have gone of her board meetings, but she decided to give more responsibility to the board members. “Our meetings are now more efficient and board members no longer just attend meetings, they are taking on our collective goals,” she concludes.

Innovate. To create a more compelling program, one organization is hiring former clients as case managers. Another organization has a tradition of taking “off the shelf” program models and “turning up the volume,” enhancing them to maximize their clients’ outcomes. Capacity building is a great opportunity and the best leaders are those who stay imaginative, nimble and braid together opportunities.

Laugh. Capacity building does not always follow a rosy path. “We have found a good number of thorns along the way,” notes one executive director. “I don’t think I could do this job without having a good sense of humor.”

Every Impact Partner has faced challenges. Below are reflections from the Impact Partners on the demands of capacity building.

Change is difficult…I hadn’t ever tried to build leadership throughout the agency before. We also created complete transparency in our finances throughout the organization. This has been worthwhile but a challenge to implement as we have all sorts of personalities and workstyles here.

Five years go by quickly (the duration of the Impact Partnership). There is a lot to accomplish in a relatively short time.

Managing the impact all of this growth has on our staff is a big challenge. We are different now—more systems in place and a growing staff—and the transformation can be bittersweet.

Keeping up with capacity building is difficult. You have to learn to have dual priorities—keeping your organization going, while keeping it growing.

Knowing that our support from Deaconess Foundation will end with the completion of the capacity building plan is a tough thing to accept. You want to make sure you have expanded in a way that is sustainable.

The Importance Of Being A Leader

“I am learning to piece myself out,” notes one executive director. “I haven’t found a good number of thorns along the way,” notes one executive director. “I don’t think I could do this job without having a good sense of humor.”

“Laugh. Capacity building does not always follow a rosy path. “We have found a good number of thorns along the way,” notes one executive director. “I don’t think I could do this job without having a good sense of humor.”

Every Impact Partner has faced challenges. Below are reflections from the Impact Partners on the demands of capacity building.

Change is difficult…I hadn’t ever tried to build leadership throughout the agency before. We also created complete transparency in our finances throughout the organization. This has been worthwhile but a challenge to implement as we have all sorts of personalities and workstyles here.

Five years go by quickly (the duration of the Impact Partnership). There is a lot to accomplish in a relatively short time.

Managing the impact all of this growth has on our staff is a big challenge. We are different now—more systems in place and a growing staff—and the transformation can be bittersweet.

Keeping up with capacity building is difficult. You have to learn to have dual priorities—keeping your organization going, while keeping it growing.

Knowing that our support from Deaconess Foundation will end with the completion of the capacity building plan is a tough thing to accept. You want to make sure you have expanded in a way that is sustainable.

ON GENERAL BOARD RELATIONS

Your number one job as an executive director of a nonprofit is to support your board. They are the ultimate trustees of your organization’s mission. Always assume the best about each board member. Be transparent in your belief that they care deeply about your organization’s mission and the people you serve.

Be honest and open with your board. They need to hear the bad news as well as the good news. One-sided information is a weak basis on which to build trust.

You don’t always have to be the one with the right answer or the best idea. Be willing to yield to other points of view with graciousness. Never harbor grudges or bitterness.

As CEO or Executive Director, you are the buffer between staff and board. Board members should not assign tasks or direct staff without your consent. Staff should all understand that they work with the board directly only with your knowledge and approval.

Next to your loved ones, board members should always be your priority for access.

The board is only the board when it is in session. You report to the whole board and not a single member.

Listen! Listen! Listen!

ON GETTING THE RIGHT PEOPLE

Adding the right people to your board is a critical task. Work closely with your nominating committee and always keep your eye out for good, potential board members.

Meet and get to know candidates before you elect them. Go for character over job title. It is the executive director’s job to develop a positive culture on the board. Never nominate a Board member whom you think might jeopardize your board’s culture.

Boardroom Dancing

At a recent Impact Partner Executive Directors Meeting, Rev. Jerry Paul, CEO and President of Deaconess Foundation, reflected on his experiences working with Boards of Directors. Here are some of the lessons he has learned along the way.

• Spend time orienting prospective board members. Always try to do this with another member of your board. This is a joint responsibility.

• Ensure that your board members understand what is expected of them. Never lure a board member by saying things such as: “this won’t require too much time”. Also, be very clear at the beginning that every board member needs to make a financial contribution.

• Meet individually with all of your board members. Schedule lunches or coffees often. Understand their motivations for serving your organization, and never stop asking what can you do to make their experience a better one.

ON LEADING POSITIVE BOARD MEETINGS

• Carefully plan board meetings with the board chair. When your organization is faced with a significant decision, ensure that you have developed a process for everyone’s opinion to be heard and considered.

• Try to structure Board meetings so that every board member has a chance to talk at a meeting. Meetings should never be a collection of staff reports.

• Make sure that Board members take responsibility for championing ideas in a board meeting. Hearing board members speak passionately about a new project is far more powerful than hearing it from staff.

• If a board member has an idea for a new initiative whose impact is unclear or potentially divisive, affirm their contribution and offer to meet with a small group of board members to discuss it before taking a vote. Let the board members test its feasibility, rather than you simply saying, “It won’t work.”

• Clarify votes before voting. Too often people’s understandings of what decision is being made vary.